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Abstract: An explicit expression is obtained for the phase-time corresponding to tunneling 
of a (non-relativistic) particle through two rectangular barriers, both in the case of resonant 
and in the case of non-resonant tunneling.  It is shown that the behavior of the transmission 
coefficient and of the tunneling phase-time near a resonance is given by  expressions 
with“Breit-Wigner type” denominators. By contrast, it is shown that, when the tunneling 
probability is low (but not negligible), the non-resonant tunneling time depends on the 
barrier width and on the distance between the barriers only in a very weak (exponentially 
decreasing) way: This can imply in various cases, as well-known, the highly Superluminal 
tunneling associated with the so-called “generalized Hartman Effect”; but we are now able 
to improve and modify  the mathematical description of such an effect, and to compare 
more in detail our results with the experimental data for non-resonant tunneling of 
photons. Finally, as a second example, the tunneling phase-time is calculated, and 
compared with the available experimental results, in the case of the quantum-mechanical 
tunneling of neutrons through two barrier-filters at the resonance energy of the set-up.  
                              PACS: 03.65.-w;  03.65.Xp; 73.40.Gk; 03.65.Ta.  
1.  Introduction.  
 
In this paper we study the behavior of the phase-time for tunneling through two successive 
potential barriers, completing our previous theoretical results[1] [which were confined to the rather 
interesting analysis of non-resonant tunneling through two opaque barriers]  by extending them to 
the general case of resonant and non-resonant tunneling of a (non-relativistic) particle through a 
generic double-barrier  --without forgetting about the analogous case of  “photon tunneling”.   
 
We shall compare our predictions with the experimental data, which are scarce in the case of 
quantum-mechanical tunneling, but are numerous in the analogous, corresponding case of  
“classical barriers” (i.e., of tunneling photons or evanescent waves).   
 
As to quantum-mechanical (resonant) tunneling, we shall compare our results with ref.[2], 
where experimental data on the time spent by cold neutrons when tunneling through a so-called 
neutron interference filter have been presented. The structure of the filter used therein consists in 
two rectangular barriers separated by a rectangular potential well; and the directly measured 
quantity has been the precession-phase shift for neutrons during their interaction with the neutron-
filter. On the basis of their measurements, the authors of ref.[2] have actually obtained the tunneling 
Larmor time for neutrons in the region of the relevant resonance, corresponding to a quasi-bound 
state of the neutrons in the potential well between the barriers.  In refs.[2-4] it was shown that, 
however, for a sufficiently large region of  magnetic field and for quasi-monochromatic neutrons, 
the Larmor-time coincides with the phase-time.   
 
As to the “classical tunneling”, we shall be able to compare our results both with resonant and 
non-resonant tunneling experiments, in particular through two successive classical barriers. 
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2.  The resonant tunneling case: Conditions. 
 
Let us consider the tunneling of a particle with effective mass  and kinetic energy  
through two equal rectangular barriers with width  and height U , separated by the distance L 
(cf. Fig.1).  The amplitude of the transmitted wave in this case is defined by the formula [5] 
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        At a resonance, the double barrier becomes totally transparent[5] (i.e., without any reflections),  
so that at the resonance it is characterized by the condition  
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It is easy to see (cf. Eq.(2), and also ref.[5]) that the values of the wave number  for which 
condition (4) is satisfied can be found from the equation 
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We can show that from eq.(5) it is possible to find out also the values of parameters ,  and U , 
at the resonance.  Indeed, from eqs.(1) and (4) it follows that at a resonance it is 
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and using eq.(3), one can infer that these functions are connected by the relation 
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Then, by using functions (7), the denominator of eq.(2) can be written in the form 
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It follows from eqs.(9) and (8) that 
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Taking eq.(3) into account, we can write the term 1  of eq. (11) in the form w+
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and this (last) equation can be easily transformed, afterwards, into eq.(5). There are no other 
solutions to eq. (11).  Hence, eq.(5), as well as eq.(4) or eq.(6),  is a general resonance condition, 
and it can be used for finding the value of any one of the parameters , , L,  and U  at the 
resonance, once the values of all the other parameters are known. For instance, in the experimental 
paper [2], the values of , L and U  were known, and it was measured the “resonance value” of the 
neutron energy;  in such a case, eq. (5) allows us calculating the value of the effective neutron mass 
and using it, then, for the evaluation of the tunneling phase-time. 
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3.  Behavior of the Transmission Coefficient at a resonance. 
 
  In the region of a resonance, if we limit ourselves to the first two terms of the expansion of  
eq.(2) into a series of powers of –    (quantity  being the resonance value of energy ), we 
obtain 
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and the index prime defines the derivative with respect to . We can rewrite eq.(12) in the form k
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It follows from eq.(5) that at the resonance it is 
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where u ,  and   are the values at  of the functions ,  and , respectively.  On 
inserting  eq.(15) into eq.(9), we obtain 
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Differentiating eq.(9) with respect to , and inserting the result into eq.(15), we get  k
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where [by having recourse to eqs.(8),(13),(17) and (18)] quantity η represents here h/2π and 
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From eqs.(8) and (18) one gets  
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By differentiating the functions (7) with respect to , one can see that k
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where , δ  and σ  are the values of , δ  and σ  at . On inserting eq.(23) into eqs.(19) 
and (22), we can then rewrite eq.(14) in the noteworthy form 
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Finally, by inserting eq.(24) into eq.(1) and taking account of eq.(26), we obtain that near a 
resonance it holds in general 
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2
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which corresponds to nothing but a Breit and Wigner formula!  In other words, one verifies that the 
Breit-Wigner’s formula has a general validity for our (one dimensional) tunnelling near a 
resonance*. 
 
 
4.  Phase time for (resonant and/or non-resonant) tunneling: A general formula. 
 
Let us start from the relation 
dELaikAdh T /)]}2(exp[arg{)2/( += πτ ,                                       (28) 
 
obtained by us, in ref.[1], for the tunneling phase-time in the case of two successive barriers 
(and which is valid whenever the constant-phase approximation can be adopted, i.e., when 
the waves traveling back and forth between the two barriers can be regarded as forming two 
packets only, one traveling forward and the other backwards).  
By using eqs.(1) and (9), we can rewrite eq.(28) in the form 
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[the index prime denoting again the derivative with respect to ].  On inserting eq.(30) into eq.(29) 
and using eq.(8), we get in general for the total tunneling phase-time the remarkable formula 
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It should be noticed that eq.(31) holds in general for any (resonant and/or non-resonant) tunneling  
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
*) Let us recall that the width of the resonances decreases for increasing  L . 
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time  through two barriers.   From eqs.(31),(32), (6) and (19), it follows that  that the tunneling 
phase-time at a resonance τr  is given by the expression 
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5. Energy behavior of the tunneling phase-time near a resonance. 
 
It follows from eqs.(1) and (28) that 
                                                           τ =(h/2π)d arg [exp(ikL) /D] / dE .                                       (34) 
 
Inserting eq.(24) into eq.(34), we get  
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so that, near a resonance, the behavior of the tunneling phase-time in terms of the energy is 
represented by the interesting formula 
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holding for any resonant tunneling through the two barriers.  The first term represents the time 
associated with the particle free-flight over the distance L between the two barriers; while the 
second term is the time delay caused by the quasi-bound state assumed by the particle in such an 
intermediate region. 
 
 
 
6. About  the dependence of the tunneling phase-time on the lenth of the set-up, far 
from the  resonances. 
 
         It was shown in our paper, ref.[1], that, when a is large enough (and q not too small) so that 
, one happens to get for non-resonant tunneling the  rather interesting relation  ∞→qa
 
                                                                τ →  ,                                                               (36) hkqm /4π
                                                                                                                  
so that, while depending on the energy of the tunneling particle, does depend neither on a nor on  L.  
This result not only confirmed the so-called ``Hartman effect"[4] for the two opaque barriers --i.e., 
the independence of  τ from the opaque barrier widths--, but also extended such an effect by 
implying the considered total tunneling time to be independent even on the distance between the 
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barriers.  Actually, eq.(36) shows that τ is given solely by the time spent inside the first one of the 
two opaque barriers, with no contribution coming, in particular, from the intermediate region 
between  the barriers. [To avoid confusions, let us warn the reader that the distance L between the 
barriers in refs.[1] was called L – a .]    One might be tempted to regard this as a further evidence of 
the fact that quantum systems seem to behave as non-local, but it has actually a more general 
meaning, it being associated with the properties of any  waves (and, in fact, something very similar 
is known[3,6] to happen also, e.g., with electromagnetic waves). It is important to stress once more 
that the previous result holds, however, for non-resonant (nr) tunneling [that is, far from the 
resonances that arise in the intermediate region due to interference between forward and backward 
travelling waves] and under the mentioned hypotheses only.  However,  even if striking, such a 
result has been theoretically confirmed and generalized (in terms of “superoscillations”) by 
Aharonov et al. in ref.[7], and experimentally verified by Longhi et al.[8], as well in the pioneering 
experiments by Nimtz et al.[9].   For a more complete picture, see ref.[10]. 
        When releasing the above condition, we have found in this paper a more complicate 
expression, given by formulae (31), (32) and (10) above.  Anyway, from eqs.(1), (2), (7), (10), (28), 
(31) and (32) it follows that, for opaque barriers, i.e., when ,  it holds far from the 
resonances the important formula 
1>>qa
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which can explain, as we are going to see, the experimental results recently found by Longhi et 
al.[8] and by Nimtz[11]. 
  
Namely, when increases,  the second term in eq.(37) decreases as ; while, at the limit 
when qa , eq.(37) goes into eq.(36), a result first obtained, as already mentioned, in our ref.[1]. 
qa )2exp( qa−
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We would like now to underline that, in quantum experiments, the tunneling-time of a non-
relativistic particle is expected to be practically measurable for large qa values only (but not too 
large, of course, to avoid that the tunneled particles are too few).  Therefore, in order to be able to 
reproduce theoretically any experimental results, it seems to be necessary studying the behavior of          
the transmission coefficient for large . Indeed, from eqs.(1) and (27) it follows that  qa
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which shows that, with increasing , the  transmission coefficient square qa 2)(kAT  decreases as 
, that is, even more quickly than the second term in the r.h.s. of eq.(37).  Consequently, 
from the experimental point of view,  no tunneling can take place for those values of    which 
make negligible the mentioned second term in eq.(37). Moreover, for the values of   for which 
the tunneling probability is experimentally significant, the second term in the r.h.s. of  eq.(37), 
which is slowly exponentially decreasing with  qa ,  results to depend very weakly on the distance  
L  between the barriers: more precisely, it will depend almost linearly (but very slightly) on L, with 
even slighter oscillations.  This explains the experimental fact that τ  has been actually observed to 
increase (very slowly, almost linearly, and probably with very small oscillations)  on  L:  cf., e.g., 
Fig.5 in ref.[8] and ref.[11].  Of course, our previous results do not hold only for particles but –as 
well-known[6]– also for photons. 
)4exp( qa−
qa
qa
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Let us add the incidental comment that the last observations of ours may agree with the 
interpretation, of the prediction associated with eq.(37), forwarded by Aharonov et al.[7] within the 
super-weak interaction approach. Indeed, it is evident from eqs.(37)-(38) that the “generalized 
Hartman effect” (GHE) tends to appear for a small subclass of the tunneling particles; and the more 
the subclass gets small,  the more the GHE holds and becomes impressive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Brief comparison with the experimental data on resonant neutron tunneling. 
 
          In the experiments reported in ref.[2], a neutron flux was used with wave lengthλ  
and  spectrum half-width  The width of the angular distribution of the neutron flux 
was 3.2 mrad, while the measurements were performed for sliding (gliding) angles. The neutrons in 
ref.[2] tunneled through two equal rectangular barriers with width a  and height of about 
230 neV, separated by a potential well with width 195  (and almost zero value of the 
potential).  For such a set-up, a single resonance level exists, with energy 127 neV and  half-
width 4 neV. The measured neutron time delay at the resonance was (2.17±0.2)⋅10–7 s  (whilst in the 
regions far from the resonance it was 1.9⋅10–8 s, due to  non-tunneling neutrons). 
°= A1,20
%8,4/ ≅∆ λλ
= °A300
≈rE
=L °A
Our calculations on the base of formula (5) show that, for the given experimental values of the 
parameters , L, U  and for an effective neutron mass m equal to the mass of the free neutron m , 
the resonance value of the energy is equal to 123 neV. The exact experimental resonance value of 
the neutron energy 127 neV can be obtained from eq. (5), by contast, for 0.926883 . 
Adopting such a such value of the neutron effective mass, the value of the tunneling time, 
calculated with the help of the formulae (33) and (25), results to be 2.36⋅10–7 s. The difference 
between the experimental and the calculated tunneling time at the resonance may be explained, on 
one hand, by the experimental neutron non-monochromaticity (and angular distribution) as well as 
by the energy resolution of the detectors, and, on the other hand, by  the approximate character of 
the tunneling phase-time itself.  Since the experimental set-up inevitably causes an averaging of the 
resonance tunneling time over a certain energy interval, for a good comparison we have to average 
the calculated tunneling phase-time near the resonance over the interval [ , thus 
obtaining the value 
a 0
E
0
0m=r =m
,β− E ]β+rrE
τ  = 2.4⋅10–7 s, which is again near to the experimental value. Of course, for 
more rigorous calculations, more realistic (not quasi-monochromatic) wave packets are to be used 
[4,5], while the hypotheses underling the adoption of the tunneling phase-time should be probably 
revised. 
 
 
 
 
8. Some conclusions. 
 
         General expressions have been firstly obtained for the transmission coefficient and tunneling  
phase-time in the case of resonant and non-resonant particle tunneling through two equal 
rectangular barriers; and comparisons with experimental data have been performed, which confirm 
that the simple use of Wigner’s phase-time for evaluating the tunneling times leads to satisfactory 
results in all the considered cases.  In particular, a comparison with the data[2] for cold-neutron 
tunneling through a neutron filter has been performed; and a good agreement with (and explanation 
for) such experimental data has been obtained.  Moreover, a semi-quantitative explanation for the 
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non-resonant tunneling-time behavior observed in recent optical  two-barrier experiments [8,11] has 
been forwarded.   
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